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Abstract:This paper is concerned with the long term stability problem of cut slope.To investigate the decrease of strength and the change of
strength index of submerged soils , a series of triaxial shear tests were carr ied out on both submerged and non-submerged cohesive soil specimens.
Some laboratory simulation tests were also conducted to illustrate the change of stress path of soil in cut slope induced by rainfall and variation of
groundwater level.From above tests , we can obtain that the effective cohesion parameter is almost equal to zero and the angle of shearing resis-
tance is near to that of normally consolidated soils under submerging and the long-term geological weathering.The validity of the method of
strength indexes determination was confirmed by a practical failure case with total stress method and effective stress method .Based on the experi-
mental results , a simplified , practical and economic method of the determination of strength indexes is proposed.
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Fig.2　Example of cut slope failure
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Table 1　Physical and mechanical properties of samples



















— 12 32 52 2.65 125 121 85 37 6.0
12 38 31 19 2.64 81 65 29 83 9.5
— 31 24 45 2.69 46 39 20 70 2.4
— 59.3 17 23.7 2.84 120 123.2 81.3 121 15.2
? 2　???????






















A ? 83 9.5 4.0 24 24 1.72 0 38 1.17






?? ,???????????? 1? 。?????
?????????? ,??????? 、????
? ,??? S r ?98.6%,????? n ? 77.57%,?
??ρd?0.64 g/cm3 。????????? 15 cm 、?
?30 cm??????????????? ,???




















Fig.3　Results of unconfined compression tests
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Fig.4　Relationship between shear strength and consolidation pressure
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Fig.5　Stress strain curves for unconsolidated undrained triaxial tests
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Fig.6　Results of UU tests
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Fig.7　Effective stress path of CU tests
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Fig.8　Effective stress path and stress-strain curves of CD tests
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Fig.9　Results of triaxial tests
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